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Abstract

We explore some links between Laguerre curves of direction (COD),
Minimal sufaces (MS) and conjugate perpendicular geodesics (CPG).
MS are considered as analytic extensions in 3rd dimension of the two
dimensional COD.

1 Laguerre curves of direction

In a paper of 1882 ”Sur les hypercycles” Laguerre indicates that : ”If we
consider an algebraic curve as the envelope of a half-line or of an oriented
line (with a direction), in general, these curves are not a geometric object.
We must add the same curve enveloped by the opposite half-line. The curve
must be taken as composed of two opposite curves, which are the envelopes
of cycles of null radius; so at each point there are two opposite tangents that
must be considered as distinct...”. In Laguerre geometry in the plane cycles
and lines are oriented.
He adds :”...Some algebraic curves as the circle are in themselves, when we
impose to their tangents a determined direction, a geometrical object. One
of the properties that distinguish these special curves, that I call ’Curves Of
Direction’ (COD) is that the envelope of a circle of contant radius centered
on the curve is composed of two distinct curves. It is the case for curves that
I call ’hypercyles’; This class of curves includes : the astroid, the double-
parabola, and all parallele curves to these and more generally all anticautics
of the parabola when incident rays are parallele...” the parabola itself can
be considered as a hypercycle composed of two opposite branches, so that
at each point pass two opposite distinct tangents”. These considerations do
not give the method to find equations of COD but another definition is the
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tool to find these COD. In part XV we have given the general equations of
this class of plane curves.
The hypercycles are curves of third to sixth order and include the caustic
by reflection of conics for parallele light rays as the nephroid. The is an
hypercycle of third order. The line, the circle, the cubic x3 − 3xy2 = a3, or
the astroid are other examples of COD.
G. Salmon had before Laguerre studied the same class of COD defined by
the equation :

f(u, v)2(u2 + v2) = F (u, v)2

where f(u, v) et F(u, v) are two rational functions of u and v (the coefficients
of the line tangent to the curve).
G. Humbert in (2) gives two definitions of COD :
- they are the envelope of oriented lines in the plane.
- they are curves such that the distance of any point in the plane to a tan-
gent is a rational function of coordinates of the point of contact.
He also gives the following properties :
- f(x, y)=0 in orthonormal coordinates is a curve of direction if the expres-
sion f ′2x + f ′2y is the square of a rational function of x, y.
- A curve of direction is transformed into another COD by inversion.
We know (see 2 below) that general equations of curves of direction have a
similarity with those of general minimal surfaces. The difference is for COD
in the two arbitrary functions : f(t) and g(t) the variable is a real parameter
and complex for minimal surfaces. We will try to define some links between
curves of direction and minimal surfaces and examples of conjugate perpen-
dicular geodesics on these surfaces.
First we recall some results on COD, next we review the Björling prob-
lem and finally we examine the conjugate perpendicular geodesic duality, a
correspondance between two geodesics in plane sections of certain special
classes of minimal surfaces.

2 General equations of curves of direction

In part XV we have presented formulas for general plane curves of direction.
We set the derivatives y′(t) = f(t), x′(t) = g(t) and t0 ≤ x ≤ t1 then :

s =

∫ t1

to

√
f(t)2 + g(t)2.dt

The condition to get a simpler integral is that the function under the radical
f2(t) + g2(t) is a perfect square. So the three functions s’(t), f(t) and g(t)
must form a triple of pythagorean functions (pythagorean hodograph).
Assume s′2(t) = f2(t) + g2(t) so (s′(t) + f(t))(s′(t) − f(t)) = g2(t). We
use a new arbitrary function h(t) and if we set g(t).h(t) = s′(t) + f(t) then
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g(t)
h(t) = s′(t)− f(t) :

x(t) =

∫
g(t).dt

and :

y(t) =

∫
f(t) =

1

2

∫
g(t).

[
h(t)− 1

h(t)

]
.dt

then :

sto−t(t) =
1

2

∫ t

to
g(t).

[
h(t) +

1

h(t)

]
.dt

Let g(t) and h(t) be any function, these can some times produce classes of
functions with computable arc length for example when g(t) and h(t) are
rational functions of t and the integral is computable. If the function h(t) is
a tangent h(t) = tanu then the tangent to the resulting curve has for slope
:

tanV =
dx

dy
=

2.h(t)

h2(t)− 1
= − tan 2u

The angle V is the angle between negative y-axis (parallele to light rays)
and oriented tangent at current point M or M’ on the two associated curves
by the OTT.
The general formulas above for COD are of special interest when h(t) is a

Figure 1: Two arbitrary functions define a couple of associated OTT curves

rational function θ(x, y) because in this case curve of direction has coordi-
nates and dy

dx = y′ in rational terms. This can be geometrically interpreted
if this tangent is the line MM’ in the construction of the caustic of light
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rays coming from y direction and reflected by the initial plane curve with
parametric coordinates. The construction is given by the orthogonal tangent
transformation (OTT) (see Part XIII) :

tanVM = −h(t)

and symetrically :

tanVM ′ =
1

h(t)

tanVM . tanVM ′ = −1

as required for the transformation (orthogonal tangents). And this is the
general construction - with help of two arbitrary functions [g(t), h(t)] - of
plane caustics (t real parameter) :

x(t) =
∫
g(t).dt y(t) = 1

2

∫
g(t).

[
h(t)− 1

h(t)

]
.dt

s(t) = 1
2

∫
g(t).

[
h(t) + 1

h(t)

]
.dt

These equations have an essential similarity with Weierstrass-Enneper equa-
tions for minimal surfaces. But the parameter t is a real one and all func-
tions are real. We recall equations of minimal surfaces (w = u+iv complex
parameter ):

x(w) = <
(

1
2

∫
g(w).

[
h(w)− 1

h(w)

]
.dw
)

y(w) = <
(
i
2

∫
g(w).

[
h(w) + 1

h(w)

])
.dw

z(w)= <
∫
g(w).dw

Note the correspondance between (x, y, s) and (x, z, y). COD are situated
in a plane R2 with 2 two real coordinates, s is just a complementary real
variable fixed when x and y are known equal to the arc length. Minimal
Surfaces are defined in a three dimensional space with a complex parameter
w=u+iv. Taking real or imaginary part in the formulas brings back to 3 real
dimensions at the end and two real parameters u and v. But the general
minimal surfaces are defined in a complex space C3.
The above equations show that minimal surfaces are in fact curves of direc-
tion when we replace the real parameter t by a complex one w=u+i.v and
add a complementary coordinate : the arc length i.s (w) as i.y. And finally
we keep only real or imaginary parts of the formulas as the coordinates of
the minimal surface.
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3 Björling problem

In 1844 E.G. Björling has proposed the problem of finding a minimal surface
passing through a given curve with prescribed normal (or tangent planes at
points on the curve). The problem can be solved by extending the surface
from the curve using a complex analytic continuation. If c(s) is a real ana-
lytic curve in R3 defined over an interval I, with c′(s) 6= 0 and a vector field
n(s) along c such that ‖n(t)‖ = 1 and c′(t) · n(t) = 0, then the following
surface is minimal :

X(u, v) = <{c(w)− i.
∫ w

w0

n(w) ∧ c′(w).dw}

where w = u + iv ∈ Ω, u0 ∈ I, and I ⊂ Ω is a simply connected domain
where the interval is included and the power series expansions of c(s) and
n(s) are convergent.

3.1 Björling problem for a plane curve - isotropic vectors

In the previous section the curve c(s) was any skew curve in euclidean 3-
space. We take the special case of a plane curve C [x(t), y(t)] with t a
real parameter. Then the solution is expressed - see (4) - by the following
formula :

Φ(w) = {x(w), y(w), i.

∫ w

w0

√
x′2(u) + y′2(u).du}

where the real variable t has been replaced by a new complex parameter
w=u+iv and x(w), y(w) are extensions of x(t), y(t) to functions of a complex
variable w. We suppose also that the normals are those of the plane curves
so are all in this plane.
This minimal surface is the Björling surface of the curve (C). This solution
is a very special case of the Björling problem : find a minimal surface in
R3 that contains the given plane curve as a geodesic. It is just a way to
extend a plane curve as it has been done for the straight line in the plane
by creating the complex plane.
The vector Φ(w) has three components, the third one is the arc length of
the given plane curve C (t). We can write previous formula :

Φ(w) = {x(w), y(w), i.swo,w}

where swo,w is the arc length from 0 to w. And we can also write :

x′2(w) + y′2(w) + [i.s′(w)]2 = 0

and Φ′(w) is an isotropic vector in C3 (minimal curve of S. Lie) and the
three functions form a pythagorean triple : x′(w)2 + y′(w)2 = s′(w)2.
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MS can be seen as an isotropic vectors in C3 : X ′2(w)+Y ′2(w)+Z ′2(w) = 0
see (3).
Long time ago these isotropic vectors were named isotropic congruences
and used to generate minimal surfaces, each associated to one of the two
functions of the Weierstrass represention.

3.2 Björling problem for a plane curve of direction

We apply the result of the previous section to the curve of direction define
by the following equation (t real parameter) :

x(t) =

∫
g(t).dt

z(t) =

∫
f(t) =

1

2

∫
g(t).

[
h(t)− 1

h(t)

]
.dt

Then the expression of the arc length is :

y = sto−t(t) =
1

2

∫ t

to
g(t).

[
h(t) +

1

h(t)

]
.dt

Which is sometime a rational expression of the two arbitrary functions g(t)
and h(t). Using Björling solution the expressions of the minimal surface
containing the curve of direction is (w ∈ C):

Φ(w) = {x(w), y(w), i.swo,w}

or

Φ′(w) = {g(w),
1

2
g(w).

[
h(w)− 1

h(w)

]
, i.

1

2
g(w).

[
h(w) +

1

h(w)

]
}

So we have found again the Weierstrass-Enneper formulas for general mini-
mal surfaces.
The reason is just a curve of direction in the plane generates naturally null
isotropic vectors in a thee dimensional space (x’(t), y’(t), i.s’(t)) are real
functions that verify :

x′(w)2 + y′(w)2 + [i.s′(w)]2 = 0

It is an isotropic vector and interpreted only for real values :

x′(t)2 + y′(t)2 + [i.s′(t)]2 = 0 and s =

∫ t

to
s′(t).dt

This is the differential equation of a real plane curves of direction.
We recall four properties of minimal surfaces found by H.A. Schwarz [see

(3)] :
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1- Every straight line contained in a minimal surface is an axis of symmetry
of the surface.
2- If a minimal surface intersects some plane E perpendicularly, then E is a
plane of symmetry of the surface.
And properties of straight lines and plane curves in minimal surfaces :
3- A regular curve is both a geodesic and an asymtotic line iff it is a straight
line.
4- If C is a geodesic of a minimal surface, then C is a line of curvature iff it
is a planar curve.

4 The Conjugate Perpendicular Geodesics (CPG)

A. Ribaucour in his work of 1880 - see (2) - presented his famous curves
defined by a property of the radius of curvature Rc that is a constant pro-
portion k with the normal n limited to a line in the plane (the base line) -
see Part III-. The pair of curves for ±k are associated to a single minimal
surface. He mentions the cases of the Catenoid for k = ±1, associated curves
are the circle and the catenary, the Catalan surface k = ±2 the pair are :
cycloid and parabola and the general case for any integer or rational ±k the
general curves of Ribaucour. This gives an infinite class of minimal surfaces
generated by his curves (even for k a rational number).

Recently H.J. Perez in (5) gave the definition of the Conjugate Perpen-
dicular Geodesics and the dual correspondance between these pairs of CGP
which are orthogonal plane curves on the same minimal surface. The exam-
ple of Catalan minimal surface passing through a parabola, as the first plane
geodesic and a cycloid the dual geodesic. Paper (4) presents simple exam-
ples of CPG dual of a given plane geodesic as section of the Björling minimal
surface by an orthogonal plane. he gives the following formula (w=t+i.v) :

Φ(w) = {x(w), y(w), i.

∫ w

w0

√
x′2(u) + y′2(u).du}

Taking the real part of w we define the given geodesic on the minimal surface
:

Φ(t) = {x(t), y(t), i.

∫ t

t0

√
x′2(u) + y′2(u).dt}

Then the imaginary part of the same vector gives the CPG dual curve :

Φ(i.v) = {s = x(i.v), y(i.v), z = (−1).

∫ i.v

i.v0

√
x′2(u) + y′2(u).du}

So if w=t+iv then C (t) with v=0 is the given geodesic in x-y plane. The
CPG dual is provided by C (i.v) with t=0 in the y-z plane.
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4.1 Couple catenary/circle and Catenoid MS

If the given geodesic is a circle in plane xy (w=t+i.v):

Φ(w) = {sinw, cosw, i.w}

The the given curve is :

Φ(t+ i0) = {sin t, cos t, i.t}

And the CPG-dual is :

Φ(0 + i.v) = {sin i.v, cos i.v,−v}

Or, since sin i.w = i. sinhw and cos i.w = coshw :

Φ(w) = {i sinh v, cosh v,−v}

So the CPG is a catenary. We note that the arc length is now in the first
coordinate, the two last coordinates of the dual catenary are y and z the
third (new) coordinate. Coordinates x and z play a symmetric role (with
arc length s of the two CPG) and the dual of the dual is the initial curve
(involution).
This example shows the natural connection between the circle and the stan-
dard Catenary. The complex parameter gives this natural correspondance
that could be compared to an orthogonal catenary in y-z plane.

Figure 2: The connection between circle and Catenary on the Catenoid
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Figure 3: CPG on MS : Catenoid, Catalan and Enneper.

4.2 Couple Parabola/cycloid and Catalan MS

The second example of minimal surface was found by Catalan (1855). I this
case the curve (C) in xy-plane is a parabola and corresponding curve by
CPG duality is a classical cycloid.
In xy-plane the parabola is :

x(t) = 2 sinh t y(t) = sinh2 t s(t) = t+ sinh t cosh t

and apply above method w = t+iv:

Φ(w) = {x(w), y(w), is(w)}

For the geodesic a circle in plane xy :

Φ(w) = {2 sinhw, sinh2w, i.[w + sinhw coshw]}

The the given curve is :

Φ(t+ i0) = {2 sinh t , sinh2 t , i.(t+ sinh t cosh t)}

And the CPG dual is :

Φ(0 + i.v) = {2 sinh(i.v), sinh2(i.v) cosh(i.v), i(i.v) + i sinh(i.v) cosh i.v}

Or, since sinh i.z = i. sin z and cosh i.z = cos z :

Φ(i.v) = {2.i sin v,− sin2 v,−v − sin(v) cos v}

So the CPG dual is a cycloid. We note that the arc length of the dual curve
is now in the first coordinate.
It is the arc length of the cycloid in plane y-z showed by the two last coor-
dinates.
These two examples can be generalized to any couples of curves of Ribau-
cour when the indices are k and -k : k = ±1 couple circle/catenary and
k = ±2 couple parabola/cycloid.
The plane is a minimal surface and follows the same pattern : In xy-plane
the first plane geodesic is a straight line :

x(t) = t y(t) = 0 s(t) = t
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and apply above method w = t+iv :

Φ(w) = {x(w), y(w), is(w)}

For the geodesic a circle in plane xy :

Φ(w) = {w, 0, i.w}

The the given curve is :

Φ(t+ i0) = {t , 0 , i.t}

And the CPG dual is :

Φ(0 + i.v) = {i.v, 0,−v}

So,
Φ(i.v) = {i.v, 0,−v}

So the CPG is another line orthogonal to the first one in the y-z plane.

5 Methods to generate CPG pairs

5.1 CPG pair generated by solving Björling’s problem

For a given curve in the plane with a symmetry axis we search for the
conjugate perpendicular geodesic. We apply Schwarz solution of Björling’s
problem (see above) to the given curve and its normals in the plane : the
section of this minimal surface by an orthogonal plane is the second plane
geodesic. The two corresponding CPG curves are situated in two orthogonal
planes which are planes of symmetry of the global minimal surface containing
and connecting the two curves. The common axis y’y of intersection of these
two planes is a normal of the minimal surface and a line of symmetry.

5.2 CPG pair generated by replacing t by i.v (i2 = −1)

We have a simple change of variable to find CPG dual : just replace the
parameter t by the complex variable i.v, then the coordinates y and z are
the ones of the CPG dual of the first one (s replaces coordinate x). The initial
curve must have a symmetry axis yy’. This works with general Ribaucour
curves as showed in (2) but also for a general plane curve with an axis of
symmetry y’y.
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5.3 CPG pair generated by using Gregory’s transformation

In part VIII we defined a transformation ”T”. The inversion of power 1 wrt
pole O is given by ρ → 1/ρ and θ → θ in polar coordinates. We combine
this inversion with Gregory’s transformation (GT: x =

∫
ρdθ and y = ρ and

GT 1 : θ =
∫

dx
y and ρ = y 6= 0 ) and define a new transformation ”T”:

T = GT ◦ (Inversion/O) ◦GT−1

on the ground C1 with its base line x’x in the following way. First we take the
associated wheel C2 by GT−1 then the inverse of this wheel in the inversion
of pole O : C3. And to finish we take the ground associated to C3 by GT.
This gives ground C4. This is the transmuted of an inversion of pole O by
Gregory’s Transformation. We could assimilate this transformation to an
inversion with base line instead of pole O. It is an involution T 2 = Id.
If we take the first CPG as C1 then the transformed curve C4 is the other
CPG.

Figure 4: ”T” : transformation from ground to ground

5.4 The self CPG curves :

In some cases curves C1 and C4 are in fact the same curve, this is the case
of self-CPG (5).
In the general case, the curve C2 and C3, the intermediate two inverse
curves are distinct. But there is a case where it is the same curve : an
allagmatic spiral (see for details part VII) that are associated to self-CPG.
The parametric polar equations of these spirals of parameter n is :

ρ(u) = en.u and θ = n. coshu tanV = sinhu
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Figure 5: An allagmatic spiral (n=2) and circle ρ = 1

These curves have interesting properties as the global invariance in a pole
inversion of power 1 and they are wheels for the pursuit curves (see part VII).
In the parametric polar equations of anallagmatic spirals we can eliminate
u between ρ(u) and θ(u) and get :

ρ2/n − (2θ/n).ρ1/n + 1 = 0

So ρ1.ρ2 = 1 : the spirals are invariant in the inversion of center at the
pole O and power 1. Using the equations of anallagmatic spiral ρ(u) =
eu/k and θ = k. coshu (we set here k=1/n in the computations) and we can
show that they are related to the pursuit curves when the prosecutor runs
after a prey moving along a line with constant speed. These curves were
studied by Bouguer in the eighteenth century and have a simple arc length
when the ratio between the speeds is a rational number.
These anallagmatic spirals are wheels corresponding to pursuit curves as
the grounds and symmetric tangent or asymptote as the base line. With
Gregory’s direct tranformation :

y = ρ = eu/k x = ρ.dθ =

∫
eu/k.

1

k
. sinhu.du =

∫
1

k
.eu/k.

[eu − e−u]

2
.du

so the parametric equations of the ground are :

x =
1

2
.
[ 1

k + 1
.eu.(k+1)/k +

1

k − 1
e−u.(k−1)/k

]
and y = eu/k

x =
1

2
.
[ 1

k + 1
.yk+1 +

1

k − 1
y1−k

]
This is the usual equation of pursuit curves with x’x as the line along which
the prey moves. The special case of pursuit curves gives the solution of
self CPG curves searched in paper (5). Since the two inverse curves are in
fact the same anallagmatic curve (conserved gobally in the inversion) we get
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the same curve by transformation ”T” and so the two CPG are the same
curve of pursuit. An example is Enneper minimal surface : the CPG is the
Tschirnhausen’s cubic which is self CPG. All the other curves of pursuit
are also solutions of self CPG problem. Paper (5) gives the formulas of the
pursuit curves which are curves of direction with rational arc length (see
part VII). We give the example of the Enneper surface :
On this surface the first plane geodesic is tchirnhausen’ cubic (TC) in plane
xy and we apply same method as above :

Φ(w) = {w − w3/3, w2, i.(w + w3/3}

The given curve is the TC :

Φ(t+ i0) = {t− t3/3, t2, i.(t+ t3/3)}

And the CPG-dual is :

Φ(0 + i.v) = {i.(v + v3/3),−v2,−(v − v3/3)}

The two last coordinates show that the CPG is the same Tschirnhausen’s
cubic and so the Enneper surface contains a couple of self CPG. This can
be generalized to all curves of pursuit using general equation above.

6 CPG : as a generalization of the complex plane

The points of the real line x’Ox is the geometric model of real numbers.
Complex numbers need a new number i on another orthogonal axis y’Oy, a
law of composition and a rule i2 = −1. If we apply CPG to the real line we
notice that the CPG-dual curve (C’) is an orthogonal line to the given line
(C) so the minimal surface containing (C) and (C’) is a plane containing
and connecting the two orthogonal lines.
In this example the Minimal Surface is similar to the complex plane.
In the general case, the first curve (C) is a real plane curve (f(t), g(t)) with
an axis yy’ of symmetry. We suppose that f(t) is an odd function and g(t)
is an even function. So this implies conditions on the curve (C) t, u ∈ R:

f(−t) = −f(t) and g(−t) = g(t) and s(−t) = −s(t)

The last one is true if we take the origin of the arc on y’y-axis. We can write
the last formulas in the following way :

f(i2t) = i2f(t) and g(i2t) = g(t) and s(i2t) = i2.s(t)

This shows that if we apply twice the transformation t → i.t then get the
initial CPG because of the symmetries imposed to the curves. If we apply
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once t→ i.t we get the associated CPG.

The isotropic vector generating the minimal surface is :

f ′(t)2 + g′(t)2 + (i.s′(t))2 = 0

The real curve (C) is in the plane xy and the corresponding CPG-dual curve
is in the orthogonal plane yz passing through the axis of symmetry of (C).
Curves (C) and (C’) are orthogonal at their intersection on yy’ axis. So at
this point since it is a point of the minimal surfaces on which lie the two
curves, the two radii of curvature are opposite.

C(t) = CPG1 C(iu) = CPG2 C(i2.u) = C(t) = CPG1

f(t) f(iu) f(−u) = −f(u)
g(t) g(iu) g(−u) = g(u)
i.s(t) i.s(iu) i.s(−u) = −i.s(u)

The correspondance between CPG curves is an involution : applied twice
it restores the initial curve (T 2 = Id).
The curve (C) is given by the isotropic vector (f’(t), g’(t), i.s’(t)) i2 = −1:

f ′(t)2 + g′(t)2 + (i.s′(t))2 = 0

The radius of curvature of (C) in parametric coordinates is :

Rc =
[f ′(t)2 + g′(t)2]3/2

f ′(t)g”(t)− f”(t)g′(t)
=

[s′(t)]3

f ′(t)g”(t)− f”(t)g′(t)

We can compute the radius of curvature of the CPG-dual of (C):

RC′ =
[−s′(t)]3

f ′(t)g”(t)− f”(t)g′(t)
= −RC

This confirms that, at the point of intersection of the two CPG curves, the
radius of curvature are opposite : RC′ + RC = 0. These minimal surfaces
with two orthogonal planes of symmetry (and one axis of symmetry) might
present interesting other geometric properties.
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tions, Gregory’s transformation.
Part IX : Curves of Duporcq - Sturmian spirals.
Part X : Intrinsically defined plane curves, periodicity and Gregory’s trans-
formation.
Part XI : Inversion, Laguerre T.S.D.R., Euler polar tangential equation and
d’Ocagne axial coordinates.
Part XII : Caustics by reflection, curves of direction, rational arc length.
Part XIII : Catacaustics, caustics, curves of direction and orthogonal tan-
gent transformation.
Part XIV : Variable epicycles, orthogonal cycloidal trajectories, envelopes
of variable circles.
Part XV : Rational expressions of arc length of plane curves by tangent of
multiple arc and curves of direction.
Part XVI : Logarithmic spiral, aberrancy of plane curves and conics.
Part XVII : Cesaro’s curves - A generalization of cycloidals.
Part XVIII : Deltoid - Cardioid, Astroid - Nephroid, orthocycloidals
Part XIX : Tangential generation, curves as envelopes of lines or circles,
arcuides, causticoides.
Part XX : Tangential dual of Steiner Habicht theorem, Circular tractrices,
newtonian catenaries, circles as roulettes of a curve on a line.
Part XXI : Curves of direction, minimal surfaces and CPG duality.

Two papers in french :
1- Quand la roue ne tourne plus rond - Bulletin de l’IREM de Lille (no 15
Fevrier 1983)
2- Une generalisation de la roue - Bulletin de l’APMEP (no 364 juin 1988).
Gregory’s transformation on the Web : http://christophe.masurel.free.fr
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